
5 класс. Текущий тест 2. Лексика, грамматика. Задание 4,5 

 

I. Запишите предложения в правильном порядке 

1. has /hair /She/ ./ got /dark _______________________________________ 

2. Have /? /you /shopping/ list /the/ got _______________________________ 

 3. got/ ‘ve /tennis/ . /I /practice/ 7/ at _________________________________ 

4. live / in / you / Do / Khabarovsk / ?___________________________________ 

5. to school / your brother / on Saturday / ? / Does / go ______________________ 

 

II. Выбери правильный вариант 

1. Does she eat/ is she eating rice every day? 

2. I’m working/ I work at the moment. 

3. Does he come/ is he coming to London often? 

4. He is playing/ he plays tennis now. 

5. They are going/ go to a restaurant every Saturday. 

6. She isn’t going/ doesn’t go to the cinema very often. 

7. Are you working/ do you work  at the moment? 

8. Julie is sleeping/ sleeps now. 

9. Are you understanding me/ do you understand me? 

10. What are you feeling/ do you feel? 

11.  I am wanting / want an apple. 

12.  I am hearing you/ hear you. 

5 класс. Текущий тест 2. Лексика, грамматика. Задание 5 

 

1. Choose the correct variant 
 

1. I usually ... my Granny on Saturday. 

a) visits; b) visited; c) visit; d) will visit 

 

2. There ... 30 pupils in our class last year. 

a) were; b) was; c) are; d) is 

 

3. I can ... English very well. 

 a) spoke; b) speaks; c) speak; d) will speak 



 

4. ... they go to the Zoo with us next week? 

a) shall; b) will; c) do; d) did  

 

 5. I ... to my friend's place yesterday. 

a) goed; b) went; c) goes; d) will go 

 

 6. He will not... his holidays in America. 

 a) spent; b) spended; c) spends; d) spend 

 

7. My pencil ... on the table yesterday. My mother ... it in the box. 

 a) was not, put; b) are not, put; c) were not, put; d) was not, puts 

 

8. Do you like ... to school? Yes, I... . 

 a) to go, did; b) go, do; c) to go, do; d) to go, don't 

 

9. We ….. how to use computers at I. T. lessons.       

 a) learn b) will learn; c) did learn; 

 

10. She wanted to ... us about her brother. 

 a) say; b) tell; c) speak; d) show 

 

2. Choose the proper answer 

 

1. Who will buy a present for her? 

a) My Mum does. 

b) Maybe a good book 

c) My mum will 

2. What do you do? 

a) I’m reading now. 

b) I’m a journalist 

c) I’m fine. 

3. Chose out the verb which is not used in the Continuous Tense 

a) To play  

b) To know 

c) To sleep 

d) To study 

4. Chose out the verb which is not used in the Continuous Tense 

a) to walk 

b) to feel 

c) to read  

d) to dream 



5. Chose out the verb which is not used in the Continuous Tense 

a) to see 

b) to jump 

c) to explore 

d) to turn on 

6. Find the proper phrase to each statement 

1. The baby isn’t sleeping anymore .             a) I know. But how do you heat     

             your house   in winter? 

2. Central heating is rather expensive now.    b) But how do you clean your 

large house           without it? 

3. We don’t have a vacuum cleaner.               c) So, can I turn the light on? 

7. Make pairs 

1. Funny  a) music 

2. Folk  b) in for sports 

3. To go  c) the violin 

4. To visit  d) hobby 

5. To play  e) exhibitions 

8. What words are missing? 

1. Our new flat is rather _________.                          a) running 

2. Do you have all modern __________ in it?                                           b) curtains 

3. But you don’t have a ___________ water in your house, do you? c) comfortable 

e) conveniences 

 


